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Take-away:

Introduction & Motivation

Methodology

Impact models are used to assess climatic impacts on
horticultural production. Hereby concatenation of climate and
impact models is a source of uncertainty. The objective is to
quantify this uncertainty and to estimate the time of
emergence of the climate impact signal. Hence, the impact
signals of 3 horticultural production systems were analyzed
for Lower Saxony (Germany) and put in relation to climate
model variability.
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Climate scenario: A1B
Climate models: REMO[1], CLM[2], ENSEMBLES[3]
Number of climate runs: 1 – 13
Number of impact models: 1 – 7
Spatial resolution: 0.1°, 0.2°
Bias correction: 1d, 2d quantile mapping[4]
Calibration of empirical models with observations
[5]
Estimation of time of emergence

Results
Parameters

Projected changes
Climate

Climate impact

Air temperature
(2 m above ground)

Greenhouse energy
consumption[6]

Bloom of Malus domestica

Cultivation time of
Brass. ol. var. botrytis L.

data & models

Period:
2056-2085
vs.
1971-2000

∆ [kWh m-2 a-1]

∆ Day of the year [d]

∆ [d]

Uncertainty,
fractional
uncertainty
1.65 𝜎 2 (𝑡)
𝐹(𝑡) =
𝐺(𝑡)
F : Fractional uncert.
G : Signal
σ2 : variance
t : time (10 a MA)

*

* Time of emergence after Mann-Kendall tau-b (Sen’s method)

Discussion and conclusions
While the time of emergence of projected temperature was
estimated with approx. 35 years, for most impact models it
is in the range of 50 years. Hereby the dominating source of
uncertainty for the near future was the internal variability
(0.21 K, 2.7 d), followed by climate run variability. However,

projections for the second half of the 21st century were
dominated by impact model properties. Based on these
results, ongoing research focuses on establishing robust
climate impact projections.
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